
From: Troy Clifford troy.clifford@apbc.ca
Subject: Urgent Action - Re: Kilo Guarantee – June 2020

Date: May 13, 2020 at 8:42 PM
To: Carmen Hamilton carmen.hamilton@heabc.bc.ca, Darlene MacKinnon darlene.mackinnon@bcehs.ca, Mark Armitage

Mark.Armitage@gov.bc.ca, Paul Vallely paul.vallely@bcehs.ca, Jaci Edgeworth jaci.edgeworth@phsa.ca, Kevin Payne
kevin.payne@phsa.ca, Fred Cummings fredcummingsltd@outlook.com

Cc: Dave Deines dave.deines@apbc.ca, Warren Leeder warren.leeder@apbc.ca, Jason Jackson jason.jackson@apbc.ca,
John Strohmaier john.strohmaier@apbc.ca, Dustin Jackson dustin.jackson@apbc.ca, Lorraine Till lorraine.till@apbc.ca,
Ambulance Paramedics Of BC info@apbc.ca

Good Evening Carmen et al:

As tomorrow is the 14th and the last day before the June scheduling deadline. I am following up on the attached letter and previous 
communications with respect to maintaining the Kilo Guarantee into June and until such time as the employer implements the terms 
and conditions of the collective agreement which were delayed, most specifically Scheduled on Call (SOC). I remind everyone the 
union feels there is no need to delay the implementation of SOC or any agreed to terms and conditions and is ready to support its 
implementation immediately as negotiated.

As you know should the employer choose to continue delaying implementation of SOC and not maintain the Kilo Guarantee this will 
cause hardship and have significant impacts on members earnings, morale and employer wellness. Its a double hit when members 
don’t get the benefits of SOC which they ratified in good faith and expected to see and in addition lose KG. With the employer delaying 
implementation SOC they will see the benefit of not paying out Kilo Guarantee in conjunction with the benefit of not having to fund or 
implement SOC on the backs of so many already struggling members. Maintaining KG is cost neutral to the employer and quite 
frankly the right thing to do.

We need to here from the employer their intentions with respect to KG guarantee into June and moving forward, in absence of a 
response please understand we have a duty to advise the members before the scheduling deadline so they can make informed and 
reasonable decisions based on their situations as to availability and work for June 2020.

Thanks in advance for your anticipated positive response.

Be well,
Troy

Troy Clifford

Provincial President
Ambulance Paramedics of BC
Emergency Dispatchers of BC
CUPE Local 873
Ph. 604.273.5722 | C. 250.319.4713  
troy.clifford@apbc.ca

This email is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity named above and contains information that is confidential and may 
be subject to privilege. Its transmission is NOT a waiver of privilege, nor is it a waiver of the sender’s expectation of confidentiality. Any 
use of this communication by an unintended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, any publication, 
use, reproduction, disclosure or dissemination of its contents is strictly prohibited. Please immediately delete this message and its 
attachments from your computer and servers. We would also appreciate if you would contact us by a collect call or return email to 
notify us of this error. We thank-you for your cooperation.




